
Hello there. This is my next project. And we're going to be talking about prep. We get a lot 
of questions about how to prepare a piece of furniture to be painted or stained or whatever. 
So I'm going to be doing a series for the Blueprint that will be taking this piece from starting 
right out raw, ready to be worked on from prep all the way out to the finishing of the 
redesign that I am going to cook up for this piece. 
00:3100:57 
So I'm giving you a peek into what I'm going to be doing and share the first video with you. 
I'm Val Frania, I help you find those outdated pieces of furniture turn it into art, and then 
turn it into cash. Let's get started on the prep of this sideboard. I always start out with a 
good cleaning. Some of these pieces that we get are in badly, 
00:5701:21 
badly in need of a good cleaning. I like to use Krud Kutter. We discovered if we buy the 
gallon and concentrate, it's so much cheaper. So we just use our old bottle and a mix our 
own Krud Kutter. And I usually use Scott Rags, very convenient. I'm not really one that 
likes to use disposable things, but sometimes it's just to our benefit to do so. 
01:2101:51 
So I use Scott Rags. I really like these a lot. We wait till we find them on sale at Menards, 
and then we buy them and simple as pie. Just spray it down and wipe it down and then just 
keep wiping it, keeps spraying it and wiping it until your rag comes out clean, super easy. 
We get a lot of questions about what to clean our pieces with, check that out. 
01:5302:21 
And I like to use Krud Kutter because it's convenient and works very well. Some people 
use Awesome, which is a good cleaner. Others use blue Dawn. Sometimes I use vinegar 
and water. I make up my own Thieves spray, but I just find Krud Kutter works so well. And 
it's so convenient because it's in a spray bottle and it's inexpensive because we can mix 
our own. 
02:2102:57 
So I just clean it really well. Every inch of the piece, you can use denatured alcohol, 50/50 
with water and denatured alcohol mixed that up and spray that. And I just keep cleaning 
until my rag comes out clean after I am done cleaning, just, you know, so many years of 
use, especially if people are using Pledge. You definitely want, 
02:5703:28 
if you suspect that has used Pledge go the extra mile and clean very well, because that will 
definitely be something that will be a problem on your piece. Still dirty. So I'm going to keep 
cleaning. There are some pretty deep scratches on this piece. So next I will be showing 
you how I'm going to take care of those. So basic steps, 
03:2803:59 
clean your piece, clean it well. Then wipe it down. After, after you know that your rag is 
coming out clean, there we go. It looks like it's working and this is just the top. So if you 
see so much dirt coming off, the top is probably going to take a little bit of time to clean off 
the rest of the piece, 
04:0004:34 
but we definitely want to make sure that the piece is clean. And then after just wipe it down 
with plain water, I don't always wipe it down after using Krud Kutter, I've never had a 
problem with any of my pieces, But it doesn't hurt to rinse it off. Just in case. I found going 
the extra mile is definitely worth it. I'm now taking off the hardware, 
04:3405:00 



so I'm finished cleaning it, sanding it, and that kind of thing. I want to show you how to get 
these back plates off. There's tiny little nails holding them on. There the handle is here. 
And then here's the back plate. So this is what I use to pry it off. You have to insert it very 
carefully and then just carefully encourage it to come off without scratching your piece. 
05:0105:36 
They're just little nails. It just takes a little bit of patience to get them off. After you have 
removed hardware, make sure you get yourself a bag, put all the hardware in it, write on 
the bag, whether you're going to use it or not, write on the baggie where you got the 
hardware from. Then just pop it in a basket somewhere for future use. 
05:3706:05 
I have it all clean. So now the next step is to sand it, to give it tooth. Now, what I mean by 
that is often there will be a finish on here, like a polyurethane or polycrylic or something 
that would protect it. There's several different types of things that furniture manufacturers 
use to protect the surface. So I'm going to sand it to give it tooth, that's what it's called to 
roughen it up. 
06:0506:25 
So it will receive whatever it is you're going to put on it. Now I haven't decided whether I'm 
going to use Retique It on this, or if I'm going to paint it, I guess you'll have to keep 
watching to find out. But for now, I'm going to sand it. I love these 3M flexible sand papers. 
It's got kind of like a plasticky rubbery back. 
06:2506:49 
And then the sanding grit is on this side. Can't find them anymore. I've got myself a nice 
little stash. I love using these. This is a 220. I wrap it around a sponge. And then I just 
sand to take off the shine. This is a 220, I could use something a little bit with a little bit 
more grit, 
06:4907:18 
but this is going to work for my purpose. And you know, you are taking off some of the top 
coat when you can see that there is dust being created by your sandpaper. You can see 
some of that finish is coming up. These are the scratches that I will be working on, and I 
will show you how I'm going to get rid of those, 
07:2007:49 
check it out. So I will do the entire piece. And then we will get to fixing these scratches and 
I'll show you my easiest way to fix a scratch and give myself a really nice, smooth surface. 
Now that I finished sanding the top to give us some tooth, I may take a wet cloth and a dry 
cloth and clean it off. Often 
07:4908:19 
I will also go back to the Krud Kutter and clean again. The reason I recommend that you do 
not sand before you clean is because if there is stuff there's junk, if there's dirt, wax or 
whatever on the top of your piece, and you look at that, just an example of what is left 
behind still, if you sand and then you clean, 
08:1908:46 
you, don't clean first, then you run the risk of getting the crud that's on your piece, down 
into the wood fibers or into whatever is left behind. So I wipe it down. It looks like this one 
needs to be cleaned again. So I will again use Krud Kutter. Alright, I get down in those 
scratches too. I will again, 
08:4609:18 



use Krud Kutter and clean this one more time. Always, always, always take the steps you 
need to take. Don't cut corners. That's where the heartache comes in. You cut corners, 
your paint doesn't stick, or the piece bleeds or whatever, then you'll have to redo it. So 
always go the next step. And you know, after a while, 
09:1809:45 
if you've been doing this for a while, you'll know what steps you need to take to get your 
peace ready, whether it be paint or stain or Retique It or whatever. You will learn your 
products, and you'll learn your wood, you'll learn your pieces. And you'll just know, just 
make sure you get good training. Some people will tell you to always use wood filler when 
you need to fix the surface of something. 
09:4510:06 
If there's a gouge or deep scratch or whatever. I discovered the wood grain filler. It's water 
based by CrystaLac. And I tried it on another piece once and I was just amazed at how 
well it filled the scratches. I had a two tier bookshelf that had been scratched up by a dog, 
just it was by window and the dog want to see out the window. 
10:0610:24 
And there had to have been 300 scratch marks on it. And I tried this one grain filler. It was 
amazing. So that's what I'm going to use on this. I'll show you how to use that super 
simple. We have a few scratches here that are kind of deep, but not really deep enough for 
wood filler. I could use wood filler and 
10:2410:49 
it probably would work. Okay. But I find this to be so much easier. Um, often when you use 
wood filler on scratches that are not extremely deep, it's really hard to get the wood filler to 
stay in there once you start sanding it down. So anyway, I am going to use this grain filler 
and then my scraper to even it out. 
10:5211:13 
It's kind of chilly down here, so this grain filler is going to be a little bit thicker than perhaps 
you might find it to be. But because my workshop is chilly it's kind of the consistency of a 
thick pudding. So I'm just going to apply it with my finger. Now, one thing to remember is 
many, many, many pieces have a, 
11:1311:38 
either a laminate top, which is like a plastic. And so you will need something like STIX to be 
able to paint over that. Or it's a veneer. This one has a pretty decently thick veneer, but 
when there is a veneer, you need to be careful when you sand that you don't sand through 
the veneer. Some of it is as little as one 16th of an inch, 
11:3812:04 
so it's super easy to burn through veneer. So be very, very careful when you are sanding to 
give it tooth. You don't want to burn through that veneer. Okay. So I have it applied to the 
scratches and I'm just going to take my tool and remove the excess. And then once this is 
dry, I will sand it down and I will have a really nice, 
12:0412:15 
smooth surface. Grain filler is all dry, and now I'm just sanding it and smoothing it out and 
getting it ready for the next step. 
00:0000:31 
Hello there. This is my next project. And we're going to be talking about prep. We get a lot 
of questions about how to prepare a piece of furniture to be painted or stained or whatever. 
So I'm going to be doing a series for the Blueprint that will be taking this piece from starting 



right out raw, ready to be worked on from prep all the way out to the finishing of the 
redesign that I am going to cook up for this piece. 
00:3100:57 
So I'm giving you a peek into what I'm going to be doing and share the first video with you. 
I'm Val Frania, I help you find those outdated pieces of furniture turn it into art, and then 
turn it into cash. Let's get started on the prep of this sideboard. I always start out with a 
good cleaning. Some of these pieces that we get are in badly, 
00:5701:21 
badly in need of a good cleaning. I like to use Krud Kutter. We discovered if we buy the 
gallon and concentrate, it's so much cheaper. So we just use our old bottle and a mix our 
own Krud Kutter. And I usually use Scott Rags, very convenient. I'm not really one that 
likes to use disposable things, but sometimes it's just to our benefit to do so. 
01:2101:51 
So I use Scott Rags. I really like these a lot. We wait till we find them on sale at Menards, 
and then we buy them and simple as pie. Just spray it down and wipe it down and then just 
keep wiping it, keeps spraying it and wiping it until your rag comes out clean, super easy. 
We get a lot of questions about what to clean our pieces with, check that out. 
01:5302:21 
And I like to use Krud Kutter because it's convenient and works very well. Some people 
use Awesome, which is a good cleaner. Others use blue Dawn. Sometimes I use vinegar 
and water. I make up my own Thieves spray, but I just find Krud Kutter works so well. And 
it's so convenient because it's in a spray bottle and it's inexpensive because we can mix 
our own. 
02:2102:57 
So I just clean it really well. Every inch of the piece, you can use denatured alcohol, 50/50 
with water and deatured alcohol mixed that up and spray that. And I just keep cleaning until 
my rag comes out clean after I am done cleaning, just, you know, so many years of use, 
especially if people are using Pledge. You definitely want, 
02:5703:28 
if you suspect that has used Pledge go the extra mile and clean very well, because that will 
definitely be something that will be a problem on your piece. Still dirty. So I'm going to keep 
cleaning. There are some pretty deep scratches on this piece. So next I will be showing 
you how I'm going to take care of those. So basic steps, 
03:2803:59 
clean your piece, clean it well. Then wipe it down. After, after you know that your rag is 
coming out clean, there we go. It looks like it's working and this is just the top. So if you 
see so much dirt coming off, the top is probably going to take a little bit of time to clean off 
the rest of the piece, 
04:0004:34 
but we definitely want to make sure that the piece is clean. And then after just wipe it down 
with plain water, I don't always wipe it down after using Krud Kutter, I've never had a 
problem with any of my pieces, But it doesn't hurt to rinse it off. Just in case. I found going 
the extra mile is definitely worth it. I'm now taking off the hardware, 
04:3405:00 
so I'm finished cleaning it, sanding it, and that kind of thing. I want to show you how to get 
these back plates off. There's tiny little nails holding them on. There the handle is here. 



And then here's the back plate. So this is what I use to pry it off. You have to insert it very 
carefully and then just carefully encourage it to come off without scratching your piece. 
05:0105:36 
They're just little nails. It just takes a little bit of patience to get them off. After you have 
removed hardware, make sure you get yourself a bag, put all the hardware in it, write on 
the bag, whether you're going to use it or not, write on the baggie where you got the 
hardware from. Then just pop it in a basket somewhere for future use. 
05:3706:05 
I have it all clean. So now the next step is to sand it, to give it tooth. Now, what I mean by 
that is often there will be a finish on here, like a polyurethane or polycrylic or something 
that would protect it. There's several different types of things that furniture manufacturers 
use to protect the surface. So I'm going to sand it to give it tooth, that's what it's called to 
roughen it up. 
06:0506:25 
So it will receive whatever it is you're going to put on it. Now I haven't decided whether I'm 
going to use Retique It on this, or if I'm going to paint it, I guess you'll have to keep 
watching to find out. But for now, I'm going to sand it. I love these 3M flexible sand papers. 
It's got kind of like a plasticky rubbery back. 
06:2506:49 
And then the sanding grit is on this side. Can't find them anymore. I've got myself a nice 
little stash. I love using these. This is a 220. I wrap it around a sponge. And then I just 
sand to take off the shine. This is a 220, I could use something a little bit with a little bit 
more grit, 
06:4907:18 
but this is going to work for my purpose. And you know, you are taking off some of the top 
coat when you can see that there is dust being created by your sandpaper. You can see 
some of that finish is coming up. These are the scratches that I will be working on, and I 
will show you how I'm going to get rid of those, 
07:2007:49 
check it out. So I will do the entire piece. And then we will get to fixing these scratches and 
I'll show you my easiest way to fix a scratch and give myself a really nice, smooth surface. 
Now that I finished sanding the top to give us some tooth, I may take a wet cloth and a dry 
cloth and clean it off. Often 
07:4908:19 
I will also go back to the Krud Kutter and clean again. The reason I recommend that you do 
not sand before you clean is because if there is stuff there's junk, if there's dirt, wax or 
whatever on the top of your piece, and you look at that, just an example of what is left 
behind still, if you sand and then you clean, 
08:1908:46 
you, don't clean first, then you run the risk of getting the crud that's on your piece, down 
into the wood fibers or into whatever is left behind. So I wipe it down. It looks like this one 
needs to be cleaned again. So I will again use Krud Kutter. Alright, I get down in those 
scratches too. I will again, 
	


